Kids love to learn about the world around them! Encouraging kids to learn about the way in which the world works is part of what we love to do at Fun Time Entertainment Group, Inc.

One of our best performers, Brett does an exceptional job engaging children and fostering their natural curiosity. He will come to your school as Dr. Flake-n-stein and puts on a show that the kids will talk about for a LONG time!

Dr. Flake-n-stein's Magic Laboratory combines magic, robot puppets and science experiments to create a whimsical show that entertains and educates. This highly interactive show lets children participate with magic tricks and help with real science experiments. The experiments he shares are even safe to do at home; letting children be encouraged to try the experiments well after the show is over!

Here are some of the great features to the show:

- Children will learn how to use the Dewey Decimal System.
- The science experiments use lots of audience participation.
- There is a lesson plan that teaches five safe science experiments that don’t make a mess.
- Children will be encouraged to check out books on magic and science.
- This show promotes the books A Day with Wilbur Robinson, Awesome Dawson, and Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.

Do you have questions about this show? We would love to talk with you about it! You can reach us at 214.886.4243. We look forward to telling you all about it!